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Tour de table- Introduction
Context of the topic in the whole project
Improvements in the analysis of new data sources and
modelling of prosumaging in the built environment
Policy dimension of prosumaging in the built environment
Questions for discussion
Use of MIRO infrastructure and Open discussion
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■ Timeline: the work package has
started in spring 2021 and will
continue until summer 2023
■ Room to take up ideas and
recommendations from our
discussion today
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Prosumagers and big dat a in energy demand
models in t he built env ironment
WP5 on prosumagers modelling and big data is one of three focus studies related to New Societal
Trends and analyses the impact of prosumaging in residential buildings

■
■

Prosumaging: renewables self-consumption, storage and management; (more or less) active participation of households
in the energy system
Objective: enhance energy demand modelling in the context of the built environment regarding the transition of
consumers to prosumagers and – for that purpose – better understand new data sources (such as data obtained from
smart meters in residential buildings)
■ New empirical and statistical basis for prosumager modelling
■ Modelling prosumagers and Energy Communities: prosumager behaviour in bottom-up demand models
■ From consumers to prosumagers: modelling household choices and their active participation in the energy market
■ Demonstrate the new methods and model developments by modelling policy cases
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Possible policy quest ions t o guide t he
modelling w ork
■
■
■
■
■

■
■

■

How high are flexibility potentials from the building sector?
How could load profiles modify due to prosumager-behaviour of households?
How to engage customers towards energy efficiency measures and towards prosumaging behavior?
How to design policy interventions to incentivise customers towards prosumaging?
To which extent could building codes towards obligatory "smart readiness" of buildings impact the exploitation of
the building stock's flexibility potential?
What can be the impact of policies towards "smart readiness"
of buildings and uptake of demand response measures considering also possible tradeoffs between load shifting and energy demand reduction?
What is potential impact of the uptake of flexibility potentials from the building stock on the overall energy system
and prices (and in particular price peaks)?
What are current and expected diffusion rates from prosumaging related technologies (including storage)
and how could policies affect them?
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FOCUS STUDY:
PROSUMAGERS AND BIG
DATA IN ENERGY
DEMAND MODELS
RELATED TO THE BUILT
ENVIRONMENT
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S t art ing point : building st ock models w it hout
prosumager aspect s (e.g. I nv ert /EE-Lab)
Optional
energy module
Dynamic sub-hourly
energy needs
calculation

t=t0

Building stock database

t=t1 … tn

(t=t0, dynamic input for t1 … tn)

Energy module

User behavior

Service lifetime
module

Exogenously defined
scenario-specific
datasets

Weibull
distribution

Growth of building stock

Technology databases
Space heating techn.
DHW technologies
Heat distr. systems
Shading systems
Ventilation systems
Building shell compon.

Technology combinations
Database:
Refurbishment techn.
Simulation results
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New building stock database
Installation of heating, refurbishment options,
DHW systems (#, kW, m²)
Renovation of buildings (number, m², …)
Energy demand and consumption
CO2-emissions
Investments, policy program and running costs
…

Climate data

Quasi-steady-state
energy balance
approach

Diffusion restrictions

Investment-decision
module

Biomass potentials

Nested logit model

Options for thermal
renov. and SH-technol.

Logistic growth
model

Policies

Energy prices
Preferences for heating
systems, traditions,
inertia, ...

Data flow within simulation
Data flow for (manual) calibration
on an individual level
Data flow for (manual) calibration
on a global level
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Prosumager model int roduct ion
Operation optimization
(hourly)

• Building (incl. building type, age class, and
components)
• Smart appliances (e.g. washing machine, dryers,
dish washer.)
• Space heating and cooling (incl. heat pump,
thermal tank, and building mass)
• Hot water

■ Perspective: household
■ Objective: minimize the operation cost (s.t.
hourly demand of electricity / heating /
cooling / hot water.)
■ Decision variables:
■ hourly operation of technologies
■ Scenario parameters:
■ fuel price
■ electricity price and feed-in tariff
(hourly)

• PV

■ radiation and temperature (hourly)

• Battery

■ lifestyle (e.g. WFH) and demand
profiles (hourly)

• Electric vehicle

■ driving behavior of electric vehicle
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Preliminary result s – scenario comparison for
select ed buildings
Electricity from the grid
(kw)

Smart appliances are shifted

Electricity from the grid
(kw)

Building is preheated
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N ex t st eps

Behavior module

Operation optimization

Investment simulation

use of appliance, hot water, work-fromhome assumptions, driving behavior.

hourly operation optimization of the
technologies of household

based on the optimization results,
household makes investment decisions

Aggregation to building stock
Based on EU-building stock data and linked
to existing stock modelling
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S ociet al Trends w it h pot ent ial impact
Digitalization

Sustainable Cities

•DHC
•Urbanisation

Green Transition

•Decarbonisation
•Circular economy

Decentralized Work
Demographic Change
Climate Change and Behavior
Socio-economic Dynamics
Green Finance

Great Depression II
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•From consumers to prosumager
•Network connected devices

•energy consumption in transport, tertiary, and residential
•energy consumption shifted from tertiary to residential sector

•Comfort needs
•Investment behaviour
•Awareness

•Change of household‘s budget restrictions

•New financing models of retrofitting projects

•Possible increase of fuel povery with implications on investments

Quest ions t o st ruct ure our discussion
■ What are key drivers for people to become prosumagers?
■ What are differences between rural and urban areas regarding conversion of households from consumers to
prosumagers?
■ What is potential impact of prosumager behaviour on the energy system (in rural and urban areas)?
■ What are relevant links to other sectors which need to be considered?
■ Which general societal trends will have an impact on building related energy demand and supply patterns?
■ Wishes regarding the modelling activities: which questions should our model(s) be able cover? Which type of
results should our modelling deliver?
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Looking forward to the discussion!
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